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Scenarios
Potential scenarios that could arise while back to
campus
Listen to the information on this page
Scenario 1
Staff Example
There are three people wearing masks and practicing social distancing in the waiting area of your office. One
person walks in with no mask and is getting too close when checking in, making you and the people waiting
uncomfortable.
Faculty Example
Three students arrive early to your in-person class, all wearing masks and practicing social distancing.
One student walks in without a mask and states they think wearing a mask is pointless. You begin feeling
uncomfortable as this student without a mask sits in the front row. Additionally, you are nervous that other
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students may begin coming to class without a mask as well. 
What Do You Do?
Scenario 2
Staff/Faculty Example
A coworker came in this morning coughing and sneezing. You hear them continue to cough from your office
and see they have been taking off their mask often to sneeze. You are concerned about your health and the
health of your co-workers.
Can a manager excuse an employee exhibiting symptoms from work?
What Do You Do?
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